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Abstract

Assaults on hospitals have become part of a widespread warfare strategy, propelling numerous actors to claim that belligerents are not being held accountable for attacking medical units. Acknowledging that international humanitarian law (IHL) offers medical units protections, belligerents often claim that the hospitals were being used to shield military targets and therefore the bombing was legitimate. Tracing the history of hospital bombings alongside the development of legal articles dealing with the protection of medical units, we show how, from the early 20th century, international law has introduced a series of exceptions that legitimate attacks on hospitals that were framed as shields. Next, we demonstrate that the shielding argument justifies bombing hospitals because they have ostensibly assumed a threshold position in-between the two axiomatic poles informing the laws of war – combatants and civilians. We argue, however, that medical units tend to occupy a legal and spatial threshold during war and, since IHL does not have the vocabulary to acknowledge the liminal nature of medical units and identifies between liminality and criminality, it introduces several exceptions that help belligerents legitimate their attacks. By way of conclusion, we maintain that the only way to address the deliberate and widespread destruction of medical units is by reforming the law through the introduction of an absolute ban.
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1 Introduction

From the war in Afghanistan through the USA-backed Saudi intervention in Yemen to the Israeli occupation of Palestine and the Syrian civil war, hospitals have constantly been bombed by military forces under the guise of ‘counter-terrorism’. In 2016 alone, attacks on health care facilities occurred in 23 countries across the globe.1 In Syria, hospitals were attacked 108 times – an average of one every three-and-a-half days. In Afghanistan, the number of strikes targeting health facilities rose from 63 in 2015 to 119 in 2016, while in Yemen, hospitals were attacked 93 times during a similar period. As the numbers clearly indicate, medical facilities have not only become a legitimate target but also part of a recurrent strategy of war aimed at systematically weakening the enemy.²

In 2016, Médecins Sans Frontières (MSF), one of the organizations whose medical facilities and staff have been targeted in different conflict zones, launched the international campaign ‘Not a Target’. MSF denounced the lack of ‘serious or impartial investigations’ following attacks on medical units, exposing a ‘vacuum in the international humanitarian system and in the political system’.³ The same year, scores of humanitarian and human rights organizations launched another international advocacy initiative in an effort to curb the proliferation of attacks on medical facilities, this time calling upon the United Nations (UN) Security Council to intervene. The culmination of these campaigns resulted in the unanimous adoption of UN Security Council Resolution 2286 (2016), which strongly condemned ‘acts of violence, attacks and threats against the wounded and sick, medical personnel and humanitarian personnel exclusively engaged in medical duties’.⁴ The Security Council also demanded that:

> all parties to armed conflict fully comply with their obligations under international law, including international human rights law, as applicable, and international humanitarian law, in particular their obligations under the Geneva Conventions of 1949 and the obligations applicable to them under the Additional Protocols thereto of 1977 and 2005, to ensure the respect and protection of all medical personnel and humanitarian personnel exclusively engaged in medical duties, their means of transport and equipment, as well as hospitals and other medical facilities.⁵

This brief account underscores the extreme gravity and global extent of attacks against medical units. Death is knocking on hospital doors, but this death is not the one embodied in the sick and wounded who are carried into the wards on stretchers. Rather, it is death from the air, from missiles and mortar bombs targeting medical units whose primary objective is to sustain and prolong life. This account also suggests that, according to humanitarian and human rights organizations as well as the UN Security Council, one of the primary problems facing medical facilities and staff in
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conflict zones is that the warring parties are not being held accountable for attacking hospitals. Accordingly, in the numerous reports, recommendations and resolutions disseminated by these actors, the underlying assumptions are that international humanitarian law (IHL) provides the necessary protections to medical units and that the ongoing and systematic targeting of hospitals is due to belligerents’ disregard of the law.6

Yet belligerents charged with bombing medical units often disagree with these accusations. To be sure, in some cases, the attacker provides no explanation, denies attribution or maintains that the strike on the medical unit was not intended. But, increasingly, belligerents are blaming their enemies for violating international law, claiming that the bombed hospital was used as a shield. Their argument, in a nutshell, is that the hospital was shielding combatants or harbouring weapons and, therefore, bombing it does not constitute a violation of IHL. Indeed, they are increasingly justifying attacks on medical facilities by claiming that the enemy has blurred the distinction between military targets and civilian structures through the use of hospitals as shields – hiding military activities behind them or placing their medical units close to military targets to protect them – which then legally allows them to bomb the hospital, provided they give adequate warning and do not breach the principles of proportionality and military necessity.

During the 2014 Gaza war, for example, Israeli strikes destroyed or damaged 17 hospitals, 56 primary health care facilities and 45 ambulances.7 In an attempt to defend these attacks, Israel accused the Palestinian Islamist movement Hamas of using hospitals to store weapons and hide armed militants.8 In a similar vein, after the bombardment of an underground medical facility in a rebel controlled area, a Syrian regime official declared that militants would be targeted wherever they were found, ‘on the ground and underground’, while his Russian patron explained that rebels were using ‘so-called hospitals as human shields’.9 Saudi officials attempting to justify the high number of air strikes targeting medical facilities in Yemen have also adopted the same catchphrases. They, too, have accused their adversaries, the Houthi militias, of using hospitals to hide their military forces.10

Reacting to the increasing attacks on medical facilities, an editorial published by *The Lancet* ponders whether ‘the humanitarian principles as they are defined today [are] still relevant for this changing warfare?’.\(^{11}\) This question begins to broach ‘the elephant in the room’ – namely, IHL’s capability to provide the legal toolkit needed to protect medical units within contemporary conflict zones. On the one hand, the question calls upon us to examine the tools IHL provides to protect hospitals and to interrogate whether the inability to defend them is indeed due to the changing modes of warfare (as *The Lancet* assumes) or whether the problem is actually rooted in the law itself and the way the protections were formulated in the different international conventions, from the 1864 Geneva Convention for the Amelioration of the Condition of the Wounded in Armies in the Field until the 1977 Additional Protocols to the four Geneva Conventions.\(^{12}\) Surprisingly, aside from the commentary provided by the International Committee of the Red Cross (ICRC), there is hardly any scholarly literature on the protections IHL confers on medical units.

On the other hand, the editorial raises a more conceptual question about IHL’s ability to grapple with what we call, following Victor Turner, threshold figures and institutions.\(^{13}\) Medical staff and facilities operating in the midst of war, as we show below, can quite easily be accused of shielding precisely because they are frequently located in-between the two axiomatic poles informing the laws of war – combatants and civilians – and often spatially and conceptually between the warring parties.\(^{14}\) Our claim is that unlike other figures and institutions that may assume a threshold position during different periods in war, medical staff and facilities often occupy a legal borderline due to the kind of work they are charged with doing.

An analysis of the history of hospital bombings and the development of IHL reveals not only that international law does not adequately address the liminal position of medical units but also that it does not have the vocabulary to grasp it. In order to adequately confront the pervasive destruction of health facilities and to outline a solution to the problem, this shortcoming needs to be urgently addressed. In what follows, then, we provide a concise history of hospital bombings alongside a thumbnail sketch of the development of the relevant articles in IHL dealing with
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\(^{14}\) About the distinction between the two axiomatic figures, see H. Kinsella, *The Image before the Weapon: A Critical History of the Distinction between Combatant and Civilian* (2011).
the protection of medical units. We show how bombed hospitals have been framed as shields since the early 20th century, while the legal and spatial threshold position occupied by medical units in the battlefield has allowed warring parties to legally defend their attacks. Next, we show that, according to IHL, when hospitals are used as shields the principle of proportionality can be relaxed. Their liminality paves the way for constructing them as facilities that can be attacked. We accordingly argue that due to the incapacity of IHL to protect hospitals – the fact that it does not even have a lexicon to deal with liminal figures and institutions – only an absolute prohibition, similar to the ban against torture, can provide medical facilities with the legal protection that they actually need. The law, in other words, needs to be radically reformed.

2 Hospital Bombing and International Law

The current attacks on hospitals as well as their justifications are part of the history of modern warfare and the emergence of international laws aimed at protecting medical units. Ever since 1911, when the Italians first introduced aerial bombings into armed conflict, medical units have been targeted from the air.15 Right after Louis Blériot flew across the English Channel, the Italian military rushed to acquire a squadron of Caproni planes and soon thereafter used them to quell a popular revolt in Libya, Italy’s North African colony. The pilots, who flew not much faster than 100 kilometres per hour, opened their cockpits and threw five-kilogram bombs at demonstrators.16 In response, the Ottoman Red Crescent sent a cable to the Geneva-based ICRC, asking it to ‘[p]rotest indignantly against bombing by Italian airplanes of hospitals marked with Red Crescent flag in Tripolitania’. Whilst the newly established air force continued bombing medical facilities in the colony, Geneva relayed the complaint to the Italian government, asking for a response.17

By the time the Italians introduced aerial bombings, the Geneva-based humanitarian organization had been in existence for almost half a century, having been established by Henry Dunant after he had witnessed the horrors of war at Solferino.18 The lack of medical resources to care for the wounded who were left lying in the battlefield motivated Dunant to create a voluntary organization of professionals who would provide medical assistance in the field. The International Committee for Relief to the Wounded, which would later become the International Committee of the Red Cross, assumed two central roles. It began recruiting and sending volunteer medical staff who were not beholden to any army or nation and therefore considered to be neutral and impartial to the field, and it became one of the key mobilizers for drafting humanitarian laws that emphasized the protection of the victims of war, the sick,

17 Ibid., at 17.
the wounded, prisoners and civilians.\textsuperscript{19} Both of these roles aimed to expand a politics of life, which is inscribed in medicine, and to counter the politics of death propelled by war.

It was precisely the accentuation of medical neutrality during the 1863 Geneva Conference that enabled Dunant to convince the powerful countries of his time to sign the first Geneva Convention for the Amelioration of the Condition of the Wounded in Armies in the Field (1864 Geneva Convention) the following year.\textsuperscript{20} The recruitment of volunteer medical staff who are not parties to the conflict helped inaugurate the idea that medicine was somehow neutral, impartial and even external to the war effort, which, in turn, served to justify the protections provided in the 1864 Geneva Convention to medical units during war.\textsuperscript{21} Yet, already in Article 1 of the 1864 Geneva Convention, the relationship between medicine as a biopolitical field aimed at prolonging life and war as a necro-political field is dealt with in a confounding way.\textsuperscript{22} The convention highlights the protections offered to medical units but immediately qualifies them by declaring that ambulances and military hospitals should be protected only as long as they remain neutral. Indeed, the word neutral appears in five out of the 10 articles comprising the 1864 convention. The protections, in other words, cease if medical units and staff are considered partial or become part of the war effort.\textsuperscript{23}

In a similar vein, the 1906 Convention for the Amelioration of the Condition of the Wounded and Sick in Armies in the Field states that the protections offered to medical units cease ‘if they are used to commit acts injurious to the enemy’.\textsuperscript{24} The protection of the medical field is thus predicated on a conception of neutrality, which, in effect, means a separation from the war effort; when medical units exceed their humanitarian duties, the protections bestowed on them can be legally rescinded.

The Italian government was familiar with both conventions. In its reply to the ICRC, it did not claim that medical units had been used in an illegal manner in Libya but, rather, contested the charges and requested that protective markings ‘should be clearly visible on tents, detachments, convoys, etc., so as to make them recognizable even from afar and from the air’.\textsuperscript{25} The Italians thus suggested that the Libyans had

\textsuperscript{20} 1864 Geneva Convention, supra note 12.
\textsuperscript{21} Medical neutrality is grounded also in the right of wounded and sick soldiers and civilians to receive medical treatment. Accordingly, the protections offered to medical staff and facilities are, as Gross points out, a derivative right. Finally, medical personnel and facilities warrant protection because the ultimate purpose of the profession is to secure life while its ethical code calls on all health care staff not to do harm. See Gross, supra note 19, at 194.
\textsuperscript{23} See 1864 Geneva Convention, supra note 12; ICRC, Commentary on the First Geneva Convention (2016).
\textsuperscript{25} Durand and Boissier, supra note 16, at 16.
not created an adequate separation between the medical units and protestors and, therefore, that Italy could not be held responsible for damaging the hospitals. It consequently declared that during the fighting it expected medical personnel to keep a fair distance away from the forces engaged in combat and that separate and clearly visible areas should be allotted to hospitals and medical staff. Proximity to a military target, the Italians intimated, rendered hospitals susceptible to attack because fighters could use the medical units to hide. In conclusion, the Italian government asserted that it would refuse to assume any responsibility for harm caused by their attacks if such precautions were not observed at all times, for ‘it could not give up its capability of using all methods of attack authorized by international law, any more than the presence of [medical] units could be allowed to serve as a safeguard for the enemy against its action’.  

Thus, from the very first instances in which medical units were bombed from the air, the charge of shielding enemy combatants – of undermining the separation between civilians and combatants and between the fields of life and death – was introduced as justification for the attacks.

These requests did not seem excessive to the ICRC, revealing, as it were, how military and humanitarian professionals often share the same conceptual framework and speak the same legal vocabulary. The ICRC consequently sent out directives on how to adapt markings so that medical facilities and ambulances could be seen from the air and recommended parking ambulances at some distance from barracks. Notwithstanding the congenial exchange between the ICRC and the Italian government, the systematic bombing of ICRC units was to continue in different theatres of violence.

During World War I, the ICRC received 80 complaints relating to the bombardment of medical units by artillery or aircraft. One case that attracted considerable media attention involved the German bombing of several hospital wards in Étaples on the southern coast of France in May 1918. The medical wards were hit repeatedly, killing and injuring hundreds of patients and nurses. In one of the raids, a German pilot was shot down, and while he was being cared for in the damaged hospital he had bombed, the pilot was interrogated about the attack. ‘He tried at first to excuse himself by saying that he saw no Red Cross’, one newspaper reported, but ‘[w]hen challenged with the fact that he knew that he was attacking hospitals he endeavored to plead that hospitals should not be placed near railways, or if they are, they must take the consequences’. The pilot’s claim was straightforward: during war, those who help sustain enemy life cannot expect to be protected if they are located in proximity to legitimate targets.

In May 1939, while preparing for another world war, the attack on medical facilities at Étaples was raised in the House of Lords in London, and the German pilot’s point
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of view was reaffirmed by a much more prominent soldier. Hugh Trenchard, who had headed the Royal Air Force from 1918 until 1930 and had since become a member in the House of Lords, told his fellow parliamentarians that he was aware of the ‘popular idea’ that ‘every hospital flying the Red Cross is purposely bombed’. ‘One heard very much the same about the bombing of the hospitals and camps at Étaples during the War’, he continued, ‘and it apparently did not occur to anybody that the real objectives there were the railway and the dumps’. Trenchard then went on to refer his colleagues to volume 6 of the Official History of the War in the Air, where the director of military operations at the War Office stated: ‘We have no right to have hospitals mixed up with reinforcement camps, and close to main railways and important bombing objectives, and until we remove the hospitals from the vicinity of these objectives, and place them in a region where there are no important objectives, I do not think we can reasonably accuse the Germans.’

In other words, the British War Office agreed with the Italian government that a hospital’s proximity to a military target makes it liable because, in their eyes, it is being used to hide or shield the legitimate target. Consequently, culpability lies with those who place the hospital in such a location and not with those who bomb it. The blame rests with those who cannot sustain the distinction between life-enabling institutions and war-making infrastructures.

Between the two world wars, assaults on medical units persisted in several theatres of violence, including the Italo-Ethiopian War, the Spanish Civil War and the second Sino-Japanese war. While shielding accusations played a prominent role in the heated debate about the bombing of medical units in Ethiopia, the ICRC issued complaints to the warring parties involved in the latter two conflicts, but these countries did not bother to explain or defend the bombings. Nonetheless, the protection of hospitals was on the mind of numerous people at the time, and, in 1929, General Georges Saint-Paul of the French Army Medical Corps published a plan to establish hospital zones far from large towns, where the wounded as well as ‘mothers and young children, expectant mothers, the aged, sick and crippled’ could be protected during war. His idea of creating a clear separation between civilian infrastructures and military targets began circulating, and, five years later, a commission of medical practitioners and legal experts met in Monaco to draw up a first draft convention, which included provisions concerning the creation of ‘hospital towns’ for wounded and sick combatants as well as ‘cities of refuge’ ‘for certain classes of the civilian population’.
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In 1938, the ICRC convened a conference aimed at proposing a ‘Convention for the establishment of Hospital Towns and Areas’, and, while the meeting was extolled as a success, war broke out a year later and the proposal was shelved. What is noteworthy, however, is the persistent attempt to create a bifurcation between zones of life and zones of death in times of war and to provide a series of protections to the zones of life. In other words, the idea was to organize space according to the law rather than to rewrite the law according to what actually transpires in space in the midst of armed conflict.

During World War II, when whole cities were bombed and some completely flattened, there was no real effort to justify attacks on hospitals. Indeed, a mere 34 years after the first handheld explosives were thrown from a cockpit at Libyan protestors, the USA dropped atomic bombs on Hiroshima and Nagasaki, making it futile to separate civilian life from the effects of war and, needless to say, to single out the destruction of hospitals as shocking. In what some have called ‘total war’, civilian life became expendable, and, consequently, bombing medical units was conceived to be par for the course.

Only in the aftermath of World War II did the protection of medical units re-emerge as a priority, when the ICRC tried to develop new legal clauses aimed at protecting hospitals. These efforts resulted in the adoption of several provisions obliging warring parties to refrain from attacking medical facilities that display the red cross emblem while also making clear that the protection conferred on these facilities could be forfeited in exceptional circumstances. As Article 18 of Geneva Convention IV states, civilian hospitals ‘may in no circumstances be the object of attack, but shall at all times be respected and protected by the Parties to the conflict’. The convention also establishes that ‘in view of the dangers to which hospitals may be exposed by being close to military objectives, it is recommended that such hospitals be situated as far as possible from such objectives’. Finally, it notes that the ‘protection to which civilian hospitals are entitled shall not cease unless they are used to commit, outside their humanitarian duties, acts harmful to the enemy’. This clause intimates, among other things, that medical units must be allowed to care for wounded combatants and do not lose the protections bestowed upon them if they do. Nonetheless, Articles 18 and 19 of the convention combine the protection of hospitals with the prohibition of shielding military activities behind red cross emblems or placing medical facilities in proximity to military targets.

The fragility of these provisions became apparent during conflicts that took place in Southeast Asia right after World War II. In North Korea (1950–1953), American and United Nations (UN) forces destroyed several medical facilities, forcing the Koreans to
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move their hospitals underground. In Vietnam, during the 1954 French defeat at Dien Bien Phu, the air force was accused of bombing medical units and evacuation convoys with napalm, to which the French government responded by accusing the Vietnamese resistance of violating the laws of war and ‘transporting munitions in medical aircraft marked with the red cross emblem’. A decade and half later, the Americans were charged with deliberately bombing Vietnamese hospitals marked with the red cross emblem, to which the military commanders responded by blaming the Vietcong of using the hospitals to shield attacking forces. After the infamous bombardment of the 940-bed Bach Mai Hospital, the US military maintained that Vietnamese militants were using the red cross emblem as a shield, explaining that the hospital ‘frequently housed antiaircraft positions to defend the military complex’, while also adding that it was located less than 500 metres from the Bach Mai airfield and military storage facility. The deployment of hospitals to conceal legitimate military targets and their proximity to such targets were thus invoked as justifications for the attack.

Due to these and other attacks on hospitals, medical units received significant attention in the Diplomatic Conference on the Reaffirmation and Development of International Humanitarian Law Applicable in Armed Conflicts in 1974–1977, which led to the formulation of the 1977 Additional Protocols to the Geneva Conventions. During the Conference, the British delegation secured the introduction of an amendment emphasizing the illegality of using medical facilities to protect military activities, while suggesting that Additional Protocol I include the following clause: ‘The Parties to the conflict shall ensure that medical units are situated as far as possible so that attacks against military objectives cannot imperil their safety. Under no circumstances shall they be used in an attempt to protect military objectives from attack.’ The British delegate thus underscored the two situations whereby the protections offered to hospitals can be forfeited, the first involving their proximity to legitimate military targets and the second relating to hiding combatants or arms. Ultimately, both situations were formulated as a form of shielding and incorporated in Article 12 of Additional Protocol I, which states that ‘under no circumstances shall medical units be used in an attempt to shield military objectives from attack. Whenever possible, the parties to the conflict shall ensure that medical units are so sited that attacks against military objectives do not imperil their safety’. The ICRC added in its

46 Additional Protocol I, supra note 12 (emphasis added).
commentary that the ‘deliberate siting of a medical unit in a position where it would impede an enemy attack’ is sufficient for it to lose protection, knowing full well that ‘deliberate’ is often in the eyes of the beholder.47

Article 12 thus draws a direct link between shielding and proximity, categorically forbidding the use of hospitals as shields, while urging parties to distance medical units from combat zones whenever possible. This is not coincidental. Indeed, the two concepts actually have parallel trajectories in IHL since the charge that a medical unit is located in proximity to a military target suggests that it can be used to shield the target. Examining current discussions about human shields helps clarify the relation between shielding and proximity. For instance, in the days leading up to the Iraqi military campaign aimed at recapturing Mosul from the Islamic State of Iraq and Syria (ISIS) militants, the UN disseminated a press release, warning that ISIS was using ‘tens of thousands’ of Mosul residents as human shields. Surely, thousands of Iraqi civilians did not volunteer to become shields, and, most likely, the vast majority of them were not coerced into becoming involuntary shields.48 The proximity to the fighting of tens of thousands of civilians who were trapped in Mosul was enough to categorize them as human shields, thereby stripping them of some of the protections IHL bestows on civilians.49 In a similar vein, the proximity of a hospital to a military target is sufficient to render it a shield. Accordingly, the decision to inscribe ‘hospital shields’ in Article 12 paves the way for the hospital shield charge, protecting, as it were, those who bomb hospitals rather than the doctors, nurses and patients who use them.50

3 Hospital Shields

When accusing enemies of hospital shielding, belligerents are not disputing the claim that the facility is being used for medical purposes, but they are maintaining that their enemy is also using it to enhance hostilities by harbouring or hiding a legitimate target. The claim that a hospital did not maintain the separation between life-enabling and death-making functions serves as a robust defence because medical personnel actually lose the protections IHL allocates to them if they ‘commit, outside their humanitarian function, acts harmful to the enemy’.51 According to the ICRC,

50 The ICRC’s official commentary offers a lengthy explanation of Art. 12, para. 4. See Pictet et al., supra note 47, at 165–172.
51 The quote refers to Art. 13 of Additional Protocol I, supra note 12. Art. 19 of Geneva Convention IV, supra note 12, adds that ‘[t]he fact that sick or wounded members of the armed forces are nursed in these
'such harmful acts would, for example, include the use of a hospital as a shelter for able-bodied combatants or fugitives, as an arms or ammunition dump, or as a military observation post; another instance would be the deliberate siting of a medical unit in a position where it would impede an enemy attack'.  

It is consequently sufficient to claim that a hospital was used to shield military activities – either by concealing a military target or by being too close to a target – after bombing the hospital, provided the principles of proportionality and military necessity were followed.

Israel, for example, invoked both kinds of exceptions following the 2014 Gaza war. It published a legal report accusing ‘Hamas and other terrorist organizations’ of exploiting ‘hospitals and ambulances to conduct military operations, despite the special protection afforded these units and transports under customary international law’. It claimed that hospitals were used both as ‘command and control centers, gunfire and missile launching sites, and covers for combat tunnels’ and as proximate shields for Hamas militants who fired ‘multiple rockets and mortars within 25 meters of hospitals and health clinics’. Often Israel even called hospitals in advance of an attack, warning the staff that it was about to bomb their facility. This allowed the Israeli government to claim that it was providing medical units due warning and reasonable time to evacuate the buildings before launching a strike and, therefore, that it had not violated IHL articles requiring belligerents to warn medical units before bombing them.

A year later, the Joint Incidents Assessment Team of Saudi Arabia’s military coalition in Yemen released a similar response following MSF protests against the bombardment of one of its medical units: ‘The [Assessment Team] found that the targeting was based on solid intelligence information. … After verification, it became clear that the building was a medical facility used by Houthi armed militia as a military shelter in violation of the rules of international humanitarian law.’ According to the report, one of the medical facilities targeted by the coalition ‘was not directly bombed but was accidentally affected by the bombing due to its close location to the grouping which was targeted without causing any human damage. It is necessary to keep the mobile clinic away from military targets so as not to be subjected to any incidental effects’.

hospitals, or the presence of small arms and ammunition taken from such combatants and not yet been handed to the proper service, shall not be considered to be acts harmful to the enemy’.

See Pictet et al., supra note 47, at 175.


though hospitals had been bombed, the Assessment Team concluded that coalition forces had not violated the law.

In these and numerous other cases, we see how different actors with different political agendas have been classifying hospitals as shields and, as such, not immune from attacks. What connects these responses is not merely the use of similar rhetoric or the accusation that a clear separation between life-enabling and war-making activities was not sustained but also – and more importantly – the same underlying assumption: when health care facilities become ‘hospital shields’, they are liable to lose the protected status IHL bestows upon them. Moreover, in the event that hospital shields are bombed, the party held responsible for the attack is often not necessarily the perpetrator but, rather, the one who has ostensibly used the medical unit to conceal a legitimate military target.

Our point is that the peculiar and often disturbing way that clauses pertaining to medical units are currently operationalized by an array of warring parties is intricately tied to the fact that these units occupy a threshold position and do not sit well with IHL’s dichotomous categorization of actors within the battle space.57 Put differently, the in-betweenness of hospitals both exposes and produces a series of loopholes within IHL that can be exploited by those who attack protected people and sites.

4 Medicine as a Threshold

A central part of IHL’s inability to offer the necessary protections to medical units is rooted in the law’s incapacity to account for the threshold position they occupy. The ICRC’s president between the two world wars, Max Huber, alluded to the liminal position of medicine during war when he claimed that the humanitarian organization’s ‘task [is] to form a third front above and cutting across the two belligerent fronts, a third front which is directed against neither of them, but which works for the benefit of both’.58 Following Huber, our claim is that their position as a legal, conceptual and spatial threshold opens the door for the ‘hospital shield’ argument since one of the problems informing IHL articles dealing specifically with medical units is the underlying assumption that these units somehow belong to the civilian side of the combatant/non-combatant divide. Efforts to situate medical staff alongside IHL’s civilian figure ignore the type of work doctors, nurses and medics carry out and the situations they inevitably encounter during war.

As mentioned in the introduction, by threshold position, we mean that medical staff and facilities are located in-between the two axiomatic figures informing the laws of war – combatants and civilians – and often spatially and conceptually between the warring parties. Indeed, medical units do not sit well within the dichotomous framework that underpins IHL. This framework, as Helen Kinsella reminds us, is based on

the distinction between combatant and civilian, whereby the former is portrayed as an active agent and a participant in hostilities, while the latter is described as a passive subject, one who is defined by and through non-participation in hostilities.\(^{59}\) The death maker is conceptualized as an active agent, while the doctor and nurse who are responsible for sustaining and prolonging life – and are clearly active agents as well – are identified with the passive side of the divide. International law bestows on each legal figure obligations and protections, which are informed by the way the figure is imagined and the role attributed to it within the legal framework.\(^{60}\) The civilian or doctor, for example, is allotted a series of protections precisely because – and only as long as – he or she does not participate in hostilities and is passive in the legal sense.\(^{61}\) The problem, of course, is that medical staff and the facilities they occupy do not really fit these binary poles (frequently, civilians do not either, which is an issue we do not deal with here) since they clearly are – and are expected to be – active actors and part of the war effort.

But what exactly do we mean when we say that medical staff participate in the war effort? IHL draws a distinction between direct participation in hostilities and participation in the war effort.\(^{62}\) In essence, taking an active part in hostilities implies participation in military operations, which then negates one’s civilian status and protections. By contrast, a civilian working in a munitions factory is aiding the war effort but does not cease to be a civilian or lose his or her general mantle of protection, although he or she is running a risk of being legitimately killed while working in a space that constitutes a legitimate military objective.\(^{63}\) Two points about this scenario help clarify our argument about hospitals. First, civilians participate in the war effort when they assume a threshold position; namely, when the protected civilian enters the space of a legitimate target – the munitions factory. Second, participation in the war effort by occupying a threshold position increases a protected person’s probability of being legitimately killed.

The crux of the matter is that medical units and staff are very different from civilians in a munitions factory in which the spatial overlapping between a protected person and a legitimate target produces a legal threshold that endangers the life of the civilian. So long as civilians are kept separate – that is, the civilian does not enter the munitions factory – they preserve all of the protections allocated to them by the law. In the case of medical units, by contrast, the threshold is always potentially there since it is embodied in the functionality of health care as a field that is a constitutive part of
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war. The medical unit’s proximity to the fray and the fact that combatants often frequent it even if only to visit their wounded friends cannot be dissociated from the kind of work medical staff do. And because medical units occupy a threshold position, belligerents are inclined to bomb them and can more readily accuse them of abetting their enemy’s war effort while classifying them as shields. The history of hospital bombings elucidates this point.

Moreover, one can accept, in principle, the distinction between medicine as a biopolitical field dedicated to prolonging life and war as a necro-political field that provides the legitimate framework for ending life and still appreciate that medicine can save and prolong the life of those who return to the battlefield and are reintegrated into the war machine. In this sense, the medical field is crucial for the war effort rather than being a field that is either completely external or even antithetical to it. It has become a necessary component of modern militaries, not only because it provides care for wounded combatants who may later return to take part in the fray but also because the knowledge that medical facilities and staff are available is vital for sustaining military (and civilian) morale during periods of armed conflict. Simply put, soldiers want to know that if they are wounded they will receive medical attention and will not be left in the field to die. These are the reasons why IHL permits medical units to provide care to wounded combatants.

But it is precisely medicine’s mandate to save lives as well as its structural position as an always-potential legal threshold that sets it apart from other protected persons and sites, such as religious personnel and cultural objects and places of worship. Closely examining the relevant clauses in IHL in light of the history of hospital bombings and this threshold condition underscores the fact that belligerents who attack medical units do not need to perform legal acrobatics to show that the bombing was carried out in accordance with the law. Indeed, the fact that hospitals are often located in war zones, that belligerents frequently enter and exit them, even if only to evacuate their wounded, and that the medical staff assist the war effort by carrying out their work helps to justify this claim.

5 The Legal Arguments

Two main legal arguments inform the invocation of ‘hospital shields’ by warring parties that have attacked medical sites: perfidy and dual use. Interestingly, both are threshold situations, thus indicating that international law not only creates an identification between the threshold and legitimate military targets but also draws a connection between the threshold and breaching the law. Additional Protocol I defines perfidy as ‘[a]cts inviting the confidence of an adversary to lead him to believe that he is entitled to, or is obliged to accord, protection under the rules of international law applicable in armed conflict, with intent to betray that confidence’. The ICRC explains that when militants in civilian garb ‘capture, injure, or kill an adversary and
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in doing so they fail to distinguish themselves from the civilian population in order to lead the adversary to believe that they are entitled to civilian protection against direct attack, this may amount to perfidy in violation of customary and treaty IHL. As we have seen from the examples above, warring parties that attack hospitals at times accuse their enemies of having deceitfully used the medical unit to shield combatants or weapons, knowing that in cases of perfidy medical facilities lose some of their protections. Hence, belligerents are permitted to bomb hospitals that are framed as shields so as to prevent their perfidious use in the future. The idea, of course, is based on deterrence, discouraging the shielding practice in the present in order to prevent its proliferation in the future, a topic we return to in the concluding section. Here, we want to emphasize that, according to the rationale of those who support targeting ‘hospital shields’, the protections to which medical units are entitled and the lives of those occupying them now can be sacrificed to secure the lives of those who will be in the hospital in the future. Bombing hospitals can thus be framed as a life-generating activity.

Dual use denotes the simultaneous use of the same structure for two different purposes – civilian and military. While the concept is not explicitly part of IHL, certain interpretations of Article 52 of Additional Protocol I suggest that the article refers to threshold cases of concomitant civilian–military use, allowing belligerents to target dual-use objects if this results in a ‘definite military advantage’. Marco Sassoli stresses that ‘under the wording of Additional Protocol I, an attack on a dual-use object is in any event unlawful if the effect on the civilian aspect is intended’. Nevertheless, Sassoli admits that ‘the respect of that particular rule is impossible to assess in the heat of the battle’. Henry Shue and David Wippman take this line of thinking one step further, arguing that the concept of dual use ultimately enables an ‘extraordinarily permissive’ use of lethal force. Notwithstanding the differences among these legal experts, they tend to agree that objects with a civilian function can concomitantly acquire a military one, and when they do they become legitimate targets according to IHL.

Even the UN Security Council’s condemnation of the bombing of hospitals limits the resolution to instances that do not include dual use, where personnel are ‘exclusively engaged in medical duties’. When describing a ‘hospital shield’ as having served dual use, belligerents are not disputing the claim that the facility was used for medical purposes, but they are maintaining that their enemy simultaneously used it to
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enhance hostilities by harbouring a legitimate target. The shielding argument aspires to explain, for example, why in 2016 and 2017, on average, more than one medical unit operated by MSF staff was attacked each week. According to an interview conducted with MSF’s director of analysis department, to the best of his knowledge none of the medical units in question were shielding combatants or weapons. He does note, however, that for some belligerents a wounded combatant using their cell phone to make a call from a hospital bed could signify that the hospital was shielding. Shielding, he says, is a very slippery concept. Nonetheless, the shielding argument can serve as a robust defence because Article 21 of the Fourth Geneva Convention and Article 13 of Additional Protocol I state that medical units lose the protections allocated to them if they exceed the act of their mission or are in some way complicit in carrying out ‘acts harmful to the enemy’.

The fact that medical units are located both legally and spatially in a threshold position that can be readily marshalled by the attacking party is the crucial factor opening the doors to accusations of perfidy and dual use. The ICRC’s commentary explains that belligerents must take all ‘precautionary measures’ laid out in the Additional Protocol I’s Article 57 before attacking medical units. However, as Théo Boutruche notes, precautionary obligations under IHL are crafted in relative terms. The relevant clauses in Article 57 require the fighting parties to weigh the anticipated military advantages against the damage caused to protected people and sites and to take the necessary precautions.

Adil Ahmad Haque explains that ‘while precautions regulate how to carry out an attack, proportionality regulates whether to carry out an attack at all’. Haque goes on to give an example, using the following scenario: ‘A fleeing combatant takes refuge in a hospital. The most discriminate weapons and tactics available to attackers will destroy half of the hospital, killing half of the patients’. Under the principle of proportionality, Haque explains, belligerents are prohibited from attacking the hospital if the expected harm to civilians outweighs the military advantage that they seek; therefore, instead of inflicting disproportionate harm on civilians, the attacking forces must find another way to win. By contrast, precautions are considerations that are taken in the midst of fighting and need to be carried out in a ‘feasible’ or ‘reasonable’ manner. Precaution is accordingly ‘conceived as a more demanding constraint than just doing what is merely possible’, but it ultimately only requires ‘those precautions
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that are practically possible given the circumstances ruling at the time’. Precaution, moreover, works simultaneously in two directions: taking necessary precautions not to harm protected people located near the target and taking precautions not to increase operational risks that might lead to the injury of one’s own forces or to the risk of failing to accomplish the mission. All of which leads Haque to conclude that ‘under international law, such an attack on the hospital would satisfy the precautions rule but violate the proportionality rule’.

But does the principle of proportionality actually protect medical units accused of shielding individuals from being bombed? First, as Yoram Dinstein points out, ‘it must be appreciated that a military objective does not cease being a military objective on account of the disproportionate collateral civilian casualties. The principle of proportionality provides a further restriction by disallowing attacks against impeccable military objectives owing to anticipated disproportionate injury and damage to civilians or civilian objects’. Actually, Additional Protocol I uses the term ‘excessive’ instead of ‘disproportionate’, and, as Dinstein stresses, ‘what ultimately counts, in appraising whether an attack which engenders incidental loss of civilian life or damage to civilian objects is “excessive,” is not the actual outcome of the attack but the initial expectation and anticipation’.

Taking this into account, let us examine a similar scenario to the one provided by Haque, only this time a warring party has intel that a group of ‘high asset’ targets have entered a hospital. It is unclear where the combatants are located in the hospital, and since the pursuers do not want them to flee, they give the medical staff only a 10-minute warning before bombing the facility. They anticipate that in the attack parts of the medical unit will be destroyed and 20 patients and health staff will be killed. Would such an expectation be excessive or proportionate? One way to justify such an attack is by inflating the weight of the expected military advantage: ‘The more the military task can be presented as crucial, the more civilian casualties the principle is willing to tolerate’. Another way of sanctioning the expected deaths to patients and medical staff is by diminishing the anticipated weight of the harm they will be subjected to in order to render the military attack more acceptable. The issue is that key concepts such as ‘excessive’ and ‘disproportionate’ are left undefined in IHL, making it difficult to determine how exactly to apply the abstract principle of proportionality to and in the real world.

In its official commentary, the ICRC does address a situation of hospital shielding, noting that the wounded and sick as well as the medical units caring for them:

should not have to pay for trickery for which they are not responsible. ... However, it is clear that if one of the Parties to the conflict is unmistakably continuing to use this unlawful method.
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for endeavoring to shield military objectives from attack, the delicate balance established in the Conventions and the Protocols between military necessity and humanitarian needs would be in great danger of being jeopardized and consequently so would the protection of the units concerned.83

Ultimately, then, what such an examination of shielding reveals is that IHL privileges those who attack over those who shield.

While the condemnation against those who use hospitals as shields is unconditional and their act is framed as a war crime, the protection offered to hospitals targeted by the attacking party is only ever conditional, and the attackers can quite easily justify their acts using IHL. All a warring party has to do is to provide a feasible argument that a medical unit was being used to shield a target, claim that before it bombed the unit it warned the medical personnel, claim that it anticipated the attack would be proportional and, finally, assert that during the assault it took all of the necessary precautions. And, indeed, Article 13 of Additional Protocol I underscores in its first clause that ‘[t]he protection to which civilian medical units are entitled shall not cease unless they are used to commit, outside their humanitarian function, acts harmful to the enemy’.84

While we have already mentioned the wide scope of the phrase ‘harmful to the enemy’, it is important to emphasize how in situations of dual use, whereby a hospital treats patients and is simultaneously used as an arms depot or a militant hideout, the military function overrides the caring one, paving the way for belligerents to legitimately attack hospitals. Notwithstanding the fact that the medical unit did not constitute an immediate or direct threat, the belligerents can also introduce a robust legal argument by claiming that the medical unit was bombed as part of a self-defence strategy.

The threshold position thus opens the doors to accusations of perfidy and dual use, and they in turn legitimize the bombing of medical units. As mentioned earlier, the law simply does not have the vocabulary to capture the threshold. Instead of trying to develop such a vocabulary while attempting to address the complications that might arise, IHL ultimately renders those who occupy a liminal position as legitimate targets. Henry Dunant intuitively understood that the threshold would serve as a threat to governments and therefore he presented medical staff and facilities as both neutral and external to the war effort; what we could call the ‘fiction of neutrality’ and the ‘fiction of externality’ were necessary in order to ensure governmental approval for the 1864 Geneva Convention.

By way of conclusion, we would like to suggest how international law might be reformed so that it can better protect medical units. In one of his essays, the criminologist Stanley Cohen invokes a Woody Allen joke about the Jewish woman complaining after having eaten at a restaurant: the food was lousy, she says, and then adds that the portions were too small. Cohen concludes that the law is all we have, and, despite its flaws, we want it to be implemented more rather than less seriously.85 We believe that
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the problem is more complex since, as we have shown, belligerents bombing hospitals can claim that the medical unit exceeded its humanitarian mission and, therefore, when they bombed it they did not violate the law, but rather implemented it. This suggests that the lack of implementation is not necessarily the problem. Adding a little flavour to the food might therefore be a better solution.

6 Reforming the Law

If international law is to provide medical units with the protections they actually need, two intricately tied issues must be addressed: (i) the threshold position of medical units must be acknowledged and the conflation between liminality and criminality must be rejected and (ii) the wording of the law must be modified to insist that the prohibition of attacking medical units is established under customary international law (that is, *jus cogens*) and that no derogation is permitted. Not unlike the protection against sexual attack and torture, medical immunity should be absolute.\(^86\) In the remaining pages, we uncover the shortcomings of the argument posed by those who argue against introducing a legal reform of this kind.

Even though we are aware that armed groups have, on some occasions, used medical units as shields, much more frequent and alarming is the way different governments are increasingly invoking the ‘hospital shield’ argument as justification for the deliberate and widespread attack on health care. As we pointed out in the introduction, since 2016, on average, a hospital is bombed every single day. Yet, as we have shown, because medical units can readily be framed as a shield due to their threshold position, then, like a human shield, they can be legally bombed so long as the attack is carried out in accordance with the principle of proportionality and that necessary precautions are taken.\(^87\) Those who insist that it is sufficient to enforce the existing legal framework in order to prevent attacks on hospitals deny the liminality of medical facilities, and the non-categorical immunity conferred on them is jeopardized relatively easily through the mobilization of IHL’s exceptional clauses.

As the official ICRC commentary underscores, the protection to which civilian medical units are entitled shall cease if they are used to commit, outside their humanitarian function, acts harmful to the enemy. ‘The definition of harmful’, the ICRC goes on to explain, ‘is very broad. It refers not only to direct harm inflicted on the enemy, for example, by firing at him, but also to any attempts at deliberately hindering his military operations in any way whatsoever’.\(^88\) Providing cosmetic corrections to the existing legal norms and standards – such as prohibiting belligerents from bombing medical units in instances when hospitals are used ‘as an observation post’, while allowing them to bomb hospitals when they provide ‘shelter for able-bodied combatants
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or fugitives’ will inevitably be inadequate.89 Indeed, trying to prove that a given hospital was not used as a shield is virtually impossible. The only way then to make sure that medical units stop being fair game is by offering them absolute protection, again, not unlike the ban on torture.90 This is particularly important if one seriously considers the true objective of the extensive attacks on medical units in recent years. For the most part, the people or objects that are ostensibly being shielded are not the real target but, rather, the enemy’s infrastructure of existence. Destroying the hospital is often the goal.

Considering the widespread attacks on medical units, it is safe to infer that the shielding claim is being used not only to legitimize specific assaults but also to justify wholesale strategic bombings aimed at destroying the distribution of health care in a given region or country. As recent research has shown, health destruction can be part of a strategy of: (i) punishing a targeted population;91 (ii) systematic weakening of a targeted population to induce either submission (for example, when carried out by a state against its own population)92 or resistance (for example, when carried out by a state against a population of another state in the hope of spurring an uprising against the regime);93 (iii) facilitating forced mass eviction;94 and even (iv) enhancing genocide.95

Several legal scholars have nonetheless voiced their opposition to the introduction of an absolute prohibition on bombing medical units.96 They basically advance two arguments. One argument is that an absolute prohibition will produce an incentive for combatants to use hospitals as shields. Kevin Jon Heller formulates his objection in the following manner: ‘[S]uch a prohibition would ensure that combatants who don’t respect IHL will use hospitals as a shield as often as possible. ... A categorical prohibition will not prevent IHL from being misused; it will simply ensure that IHL is ignored – resulting in far more “incidental” deaths than under the current IHL rules.’97 The
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existing formulation of IHL is, in Heller’s view, a lesser evil and even if it allows for the fabrication of shielding stories in order to legitimize bombing hospitals, changing it will produce a greater evil.\(^\text{98}\)

In a similar vein, Lieutenant Colonel Kurt Sanger, a judge advocate in the US Marine Corps, argues that absolute prohibition:

> invites warfighters to use hospitals as base camps and fighting positions. Belligerent groups will force hospitals to host them. It is unlikely that effective healthcare will remain a priority, but it is certain that in many if not most cases a hospital’s occupiers of that character will be cruel to the innocents found there. Medical treatment will be subordinate to the belligerents’ needs, and countless doctors and patients, no matter how infirm, will be forced to accommodate or support their captors’ cause.\(^\text{99}\)

The perverse incentive created by an absolute prohibition will, according to these legal scholars, have detrimental results that are far worse than the current situation.

Obviously, an absolute prohibition against torture is, in certain ways, different from the prohibition against attacking medical units. In the case of torture, a specific form of coercive violence, which is considered inhumane, is banned; with respect to hospitals, the prohibition refers to specific sites that should be unconditionally protected. The first is a ban on certain repertoires of violence, while the second would be on bombing a site that is characterized by and through its medical functionality. But briefly examining the primary response posed by those who are against the non-derogable prohibition of torture can help uncover the shortcomings of Heller and Sanger’s argument.

The torture prohibition constitutes a peremptory norm of customary international law, which binds all states even in the absence of treaty ratification.\(^\text{100}\) Whether the conflict is international (between countries) or internal (within a single country), all parties have to refrain from subjecting anyone in their hands to torture and other ill treatment, including combatants taking part in the fighting. An act of torture committed in the context of an armed conflict is a war crime.\(^\text{101}\) The argument against the absolute prohibition of torture has been the ticking bomb scenario, whereby security services catch a terrorist who has planted a bomb or knows where a bomb has been planted and – as the argument goes – they need to use torture to swiftly obtain information about the bomb’s location in order to save the lives of many potential victims.\(^\text{102}\) While it would be very difficult to find a single ‘ticking bomb’ case where torturing a suspect led to the revelation of a bomb, this scenario has been repeatedly invoked to justify the torture of thousands of detainees and innocent people.\(^\text{103}\)
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Two assumptions inform the ticking bomb scenario: (i) an absolute prohibition can limit the ability of security forces to defend the civilian population and (ii) terrorists can take advantage of this prohibition. These are the underlying reasons informing those who advocate the employment of torture in ‘ticking bomb situations’.104 Formally, Heller and Sanger’s claim is uncannily similar. They, too, think that an absolute prohibition will tie the hands of security forces and incentivize combatants to violate the law. Hence, the criticism posed by legal scholars such as Henry Shue and David Luban to the ticking bomb story can help reveal the shortcomings of the ‘incentive argument’.

Shue maintains that it is never wise to base general policy on exceptional cases since such cases make bad laws. He adds that it is misguided to base any institutional preparations on imaginary cases since ‘artificial cases make bad ethics’. Heller and Sanger’s argument for maintaining exceptions to the prohibition of bombing medical units is based precisely on an imaginary case, while failing to address the systematic assaults on hospitals and the deliberate and pervasive strategy informing them. Moreover, it is unclear that an absolute prohibition will actually incentivize combatants to subordinate medical treatment to military needs. The assumption that combatants today do not use hospitals as shields or use them much less because they know that hospitals are protected is purely hypothetical and has not been corroborated by interviews with such combatants or by any other kind of empirical evidence.

David Luban highlights the numerous empirical problems informing the ticking bomb story, claiming, *inter alia*, that it is purely hypothetical and has not been corroborated by any evidence. Just as significantly, on a formal level, the ticking bomb story is built on a set of flawed assumptions. In Luban’s words, it amounts to ‘intellectual fraud’ because it depicts the ticking bomb as an emergency exception, using the exceptional case to justify institutionalized practices and procedures of torture. In his view, the ‘ticking bomb begins by denying that torture belongs to liberal culture, and ends by constructing a torture culture’.105 It begins by disavowing torture only to avow its legitimacy.

Along similar lines, Heller and Sanger begin their argument by advocating a prohibition of bombing medical units since the bombing of hospitals is not part of liberal culture. Simultaneously, however, they advocate exceptions to this prohibition, which empirical evidence has shown helps construct a hospital bombing culture. There is, to be sure, an irony here, since Heller and Sanger’s opposition to absolute prohibition is based on the assumption that the ‘incentivized belligerents’ are illiberal people who do have an interest in the availability of efficient medical care and are unable to draw a distinction between protected and unprotected sites. ‘It is certain’, Sanger writes, ‘that in many if not most cases a hospital’s occupiers of that character will be cruel to the innocents found there’. This assumption leads them to adopt a logic that facilitates
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attacks against medical units, privileging those who bomb hospitals over those who (ostensibly) use them as shields. The troubling rationale informing their argument is that the only way to prevent the war crime of militants using hospitals as shields is by allowing belligerents to commit the war crime of targeting hospitals.

The second argument suggests that a reform of international law is needed but that it should not entail an absolute ban. Heller formulates this line of reasoning in the following manner:

[I]t is possible to criticize this understanding of [Article 13 of Additional Protocol I’s notion of] harmful acts [that provide exceptions allowing belligerents to legally attack hospitals] as being overbroad and in need of revision. I, for one, have a problem with the idea that a hospital can be attacked simply because combatants are using it as ‘an arms or ammunition dump.’ Given the importance IHL puts on protecting medical units, that doesn’t strike me as enough to justify a hospital forfeiting its protected status. I might even be convinced that the mere presence of unwounded combatants in a hospital shouldn’t justify a deliberate attack … [but the hospital should not be] immune from attack even when combatants are using it to attack the enemy.106

All of the instances that Heller mentions are threshold cases, where military and non-military functions overlap, where the protected and non-protected occupy the same space. As we have shown, medical facilities can always be accused of occupying a threshold position during war, and the examples Heller provides simply reveal that this threshold can be stretched from participation in the war effort to different forms of direct participation in hostilities. Heller thinks that some of these threshold situations do not warrant attack (when, for example, the hospital is used as an arms depot), while others do (when combatants shoot from a hospital window).

Presumably, cases that do not warrant an attack are those in which the balance between medicine and hostilities is, in Heller’s view, in favour of the hospital’s function of saving life. All of which brings us back to torture and the ticking bomb argument. Not unlike Heller, most ticking bomb proponents are against torture but claim that certain situations exist in which suspects should be tortured. This view has been largely rejected not because suspects are necessarily deemed innocent or the threat they pose is considered false, overblown or not imminent but, rather, because torture is inhumane. Our claim is that targeting hospitals is also inhumane.

Reforming international law so as to include an absolute prohibition of bombing medical units and staff could help prevent the systemic and egregious violations that we are currently witnessing and the disturbing logic informing them. It would necessitate a rethinking of the very peculiar notion of medical neutrality and would take into account the threshold position of medicine during war. With an absolute prohibition of bombing hospitals, medical staff would acquire an absolute protection that would allow them to continue carrying out their function of saving lives according to their ethical code and with less risk of being targeted.

All of which brings us back to our introductory remarks. Global health actors, human rights organizations and numerous other institutions are claiming that
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belligerents are not being held accountable for bombing hospitals. We have shown that, due to the threshold position of medical units, IHL actually provides these belligerents with a toolkit with which they can claim that the bombing was legitimate. We have therefore argued for an absolute ban. While we know that a ban has not stopped the use of torture, it has helped create a normative framework against torture, driving those who deploy it to ‘black holes’ and other secret interrogation cells. It will, we maintain, be much more difficult to bomb hospitals in the dark.